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You know your company, now know its CEO: This
new product will attempt to present India’s most famous
and successful CEOs and their views on India, the
industries in which they operate, and the companies
they run – plus a bit of a perspective on what drives them
in life.
Aditya Puri is CEO and MD of HDFC Bank. This
report is in the format of questions posed by Morgan
Stanley, followed by Mr. Puri’s responses. Among the
key insights Mr. Puri offered in our discussion are the
following:
“Don’t let these temporary factors which I call the noise
of a democracy in transition cloud your judgment about
the vibrancy of India.”
“I think we will see a new India in the next three months,
directionally.”
“People are deferring investments not because of higher
interest rates but because of the uncertainty. At the
same time, I think we shall get an investment cycle in the
coming six months.”
“My view: in the next three months we are likely to see
significant policy momentum.”
“Investors must own rural themes in their portfolios but,
more importantly, they must see rural India.”

Morgan Stanley does and seeks to do business with
companies covered in Morgan Stanley Research. As
a result, investors should be aware that the firm may
have a conflict of interest that could affect the
objectivity of Morgan Stanley Research. Investors
should consider Morgan Stanley Research as only a
single factor in making their investment decision.

For analyst certification and other important
disclosures, refer to the Disclosure Section,
located at the end of this report.
+= Analysts employed by non-U.S. affiliates are not registered with FINRA, may not be
associated persons of the member and may not be subject to NASD/NYSE restrictions on
communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a
research analyst account.
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Aditya Puri – A New India in the Offing in Three Months
What is your view on the Indian economy? Where are we
heading?
First, we must understand India. We need to be on the same
page for me to answer this question. India is an incredibly
diverse country – religion, politics, education, geography,
weather are all different across the country. We have the
characteristics of a rich country as well as a poor country. Thus,
we have the largest scooter manufacturer in the world and
globally efficient steel plants and, then, we also have a large
portion of our population below the poverty line. We have a lot
to do but let us not forget that there are multiple “Indias.” There
is lot of talk of governance from corporations to politicians – my
view is that human frailty is not the monopoly of India. This
happens all over the world. Maybe we shout a bit more and
maybe have a bit more petty corruption, but none of this is
unique to India. Of course, this does not mean we do not have
to rectify it. People also say the Indian political class is very bad.
Let us understand that other countries may have to learn from
Indian politics of how to manage a democracy when the cake is
not large enough. Other democracies may go through this
situation in the years to come.
Don’t let these temporary factors which I call the noise of a
democracy in transition cloud your judgment about the
vibrancy of India. I feel RTI (Right to Information) has proved to
be excellent for the country. India’s problems are not unknown.
The difference is that they are now being discussed on live
television. However, this is leading to improvement. For
example, which country has seen government-empowered
ministers in jail, entrepreneurs in jail and bureaucrats on the
docks? We are now introducing the “Lokpal” bill. I feel that our
nadir is behind us.

The vibrancy of India:
Go inside. Go to Pimpalgaon – see world-class tractors
in operation, go to Jalna – you will see among the best
pharmaceutical research in the world, go to Bhatinda
and see the globally competitive small-scale steel
manufacturers. We have millions of entrepreneurs.
Recognize that. See the affluent farmers – the
value-added agriculture. The small and medium-scale
players are probably having the best time of their life.
Aditya Puri, May 2011

Now that we are on the same page, I believe, that even if we do
not solve our problems, we can grow at 7.5-8%. However, that
will be foolhardy on our part. We have the potential to grow at
10%. Why? We are growing at 8.4% today. On a simplistic
basis, if we take C+I+G – one can argue there has been some
amount of “G” but “I” has been missing. When the investment
cycle starts, “I” will kick in and we can easily sustain at 8%.
What we need to go from 7.5-8% growth to 10% is common
knowledge. We need more infrastructure. However, it is wrong
to say that infrastructure is not happening due to lack of funding.
There is no viable infrastructure project in the country that is
waiting for finance. There are other issues to be addressed
such as land acquisition, mining or the plethora of approvals
needed that is slowing things down. These are not difficult
issues to resolve and infrastructure will therefore happen.
Some of it is already happening. People are focusing on the ten
power projects that do not have coal supply. The fact is that we
have installed 26000 MW of power since public-private
partnership was set up. This is more capacity than what we
built in several years prior. Some projects may not take off,
others will receive coal from players with surplus and several
pending projects will hit the ground. We have been through the
worst on infrastructure. We have already come a long way on
ports. Airports look better. Power – some issues are still
pending. Critical resolution required in roads and mining. I
believe these will receive attention very soon.
Let’s take the subsidy issue – the triple “F” subsidy on Fertilizer,
Food and Fuel. These are damaging our economy for two
reasons – the subsidies are not going to the right people and
we need a clearer policy. As far as fertilizer is concerned, a new
policy is in place and the burden is declining. On fuel, I am
reasonably confident of market-based pricing in the next few
months. And on food, whether it is through Nandan Nilekani’s
project or through banks’ financial inclusion program, the
subsidy will start going to the right people. If we can get the
subsidy right, disparities will start receding.
Now, let us discuss the next issue, the fiscal deficit. Oil prices
are rising, fiscal deficit targets will go awry – that is a common
concern. That said, the only economist who went right about
F2011 GDP forecast was the government of India. Everybody
else went wrong. I am not holding brief for the government. I
am just saying it the way I see it. I believe that once the debt
management office comes into play it will put tremendous
discipline on the states’ borrowings and the overall deficit. GST
(Goods and Services Tax) will also bring the sizeable black
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economy into play with buoyancy in revenues. So together, the
plan on subsidies and GST will eventually bring the deficit
lower. Temporarily, you have an issue.
You also have an inflation issue currently. Maybe we could
have acted faster, maybe we couldn’t. One must understand
this is both a demand and supply problem, some of it is
imported. Monetary policy is not the way to resolve because
then you could end up hurting growth. If I had the option, I
would look at breaking some of the fiscal targets but bring
inflation under control. Inflation will come down partly because
the developed world is not in good shape based on my
interactions with managements of companies in these
economies. Hence there is downside risk to commodities and
India’s inflation can come under control.
We need tremendous agriculture reform and delta there could
be substantial in terms of growth. I have feeling that FDI will be
allowed in retail very soon. I think we will see a new India in the
next three months, directionally. Issues such as FDI in retail,
supply chain reform, microfinance reform, and creation of
cooperatives (like in milk) will happen sooner than most think.
Again, our problems can be solved. Most people do not realize
that we have more arable land than China. Our issue is that we
don’t cultivate as efficiently. That is less of a problem than not
having arable land.

A new India in the next three months:
Issues such as FDI in retail, supply chain reform,
microfinance reform, and creation of cooperatives (like in
milk) will happen sooner than most think.
Aditya Puri, May 2011

No doubt, RBI has raised rates. Now the market is calling for a
fall in margins, rising bad debts and lower growth. First thing, I
have said is that rates will go up but margins will remain intact.
After all this bad news, we still have an 8% growing economy
but people are talking as though the economy is growing at 2%.
Importantly, we don’t have bubbles. Some power projects or
some road projects may be facing problems, but these are all
within the absorption capacity of the institutions. There does
not appear to be any systemic risk. So I see major growth in
investment and consumption, I see the government managing
expenses better – the country has a great future.

What are the downside risks?
Oil is the only beta the country has and that too in the next three
to five years unless the energy policy fails. We need to focus on
better utilization of our energy resources and also bring more of
it into play – we need to better utilize our gas and coal reserves.
And make sure we operate in a green environment. The policy
is not yet clear.
You sound constructive even for a 12-month scenario
compared to a lot of market economists? Alleged
corruption scandals mean capex will slow down, higher
rates will make projects unviable, high inflation is a big
headwind and the world is looking murky, so India’s
exports will suffer – why are you not sounding worried?
Let us take the alleged corruption scandals. To paint
everything with a “deficient corporate governance” brush
because a few licenses and real estate projects were
mishandled is taking this a step too far. There are large parts of
the country that are working exceedingly well without
corruption. Projects are not being held up and those that are
being held up due to a cleanup act by the government should
be held up in the interest of the nation. If you are working as per
rules then there is no problem with putting projects up and I
would go a step further and say that there are more honest
people in this country than dishonest – so I don’t see much
impediments for good and honest projects. I see clear
transparent policies being brought in which will allow people to
understand this more clearly.
Interest rates – If you are saying that 100 or 150 bps rise in
rates is making your project unviable, you should not be doing
such projects. Interest rate for consumer companies is 4% of
sales and for capital-intensive companies is around 8-9% of
sales. Will rates affect at the margin? It will surely. However, if
you put it in the context of the growth, even with our current
supply problems we are around 7.5-8%. If we push for higher
growth, then inflation may rise further but it has to be seen in
the global context. So if the world is not looking good, then
commodity and oil prices will decline which is very good news
for India’s inflation. As far as food inflation is concerned, parts
will take longer to fix but a lot of it is getting fixed already. The
current account deficit is not issue unless it becomes structural,
i.e., stay over 3.5% for long.
How do you see the banking sector progressing in this
environment?
This is the best opportunity in the globe, has been for the past
five years, and will be for the next ten years.
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Are we entering a bad loan cycle?
I don’t agree – let me elaborate. Do we agree that growth will
be between 7.5% and 8.5%? Seems like a reasonable
assumption. Then why will we have a bad loan cycle? A bad
loan cycle comes when we have a drastic reduction in growth.
This assumption that higher rates and high inflation leads to
bad loans is not something I am able to understand.
The fact of the matter is lending practices are sound. A large
portion of the banking credit is in working capital, at the short
end. Banks recognize bad loans very quickly. It is quite
possible that 5 or 10 projects go into difficulty but that is well
within the absorption power of the system. I don’t see much
problem in retail loans or working capital loans. Indeed, when
inflation goes up, demand for working capital goes up. The only
place where it can affect banks is that people are deferring
investments not because of higher interest rates but because
of the uncertainty. At the same time, I think we shall get an
investment cycle in the coming six months.

Significant policy momentum:
The regulatory environment is benign… Rates can go by
50-75 bps but it will not change my view on growth. It will
ensure sustainable long-term growth rather than killing
growth.
Aditya Puri, May 2011

Do your customers echo your view?
Most customers agree with my view. They are not overly
buoyant and some of them are watching. They are awaiting
clarity on the world at large, which seems to be reeling under
over-geared economies emerging from asset bubbles with
slowing growth and broken banking systems. People seem
less worried in the Western world and the central banks may be
creating a commodity bubble with excessive money supply.
There has been a tight liquidity situation. Is it going to
change?

The investment cycle:
“I” has been missing. When the investment cycle starts,
“I” will kick in and we can easily sustain growth at
8%...Even without a big investment cycle, we continue to
grow strongly.
Aditya Puri, May 2011

Could credit growth slow down perceptibly for 2-3 quarters?
Credit growth is at around 20% at 8% of GDP growth and a
velocity of about 2.5. Velocity is higher at 3 when growth
accelerates to 9%. Credit growth may go down to say 18%.
Remember, a large portion of the credit in India is not in the
organized sector – organized sector is only about 50%. If you
are focused on the right sectors including agriculture and
SMEs, you should be fine.
How does the regulatory environment look?
The regulatory environment is benign. On savings account rates,
the Central Bank has recognized the need for a calibrated move
and that is what has happened. There is not much more
regulatory change needed. Rates can go by 50-75 bps but it will
not change my view on growth. It will ensure sustainable
long-term growth rather than killing growth. The opportunity in
this country remains intact. My view is that in the next three
months we are likely to see significant policy momentum.

I disagree that liquidity has been too tight. Had it been tight,
wouldn’t interest rates have shot up before the RBI move? If
demand exceeds supply, rates should have been higher. But
rates were not going up and that prompted stiffer RBI action.
The fact is that the Central Bank does not want easy liquidity, it
wants tight liquidity but no so tight that growth is derailed. So it
is targeting 8-9USD billion liquidity shortage and that is where
we are. But everyone who needs money has it? Name me one
project that does not have money. When demand picks up, we
need to a better job on deposit gathering.
Do you think deposit rates have peaked?
Deposit rates have peaked but I am not happy with deposit
growth. I think there is too much currency in circulation. It is
worrying me. It is an indication of the money that the
government is spending on various schemes. Deposit growth
should be higher. We need to penetrate deeper into rural India.
Rural India has a lot of cash and gold. They are incrementally
liquefying their gold. The Finance Minstry is working on a plan –
the RBI has allowed lending against coins. What we are telling
people is don’t convert your gold to jewelry – that costs 20%
and then your children don’t like it and you spend another 20%
converting it into the latest fashionable jewelry. Instead, store it
as coins or bars with banks. When you need it, you can take it
back. We are already big in gold lending and growing very fast
with high-risk coverage.
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Where is the next big thing?

How do you see HDFC Bank in 5-10 years

As far as HDFC Bank is concerned, we have gone substantially
into the interiors of the country. We have 2000 branches. I am
talking about the semi-urban and rural India – what I call
“Bharat”. We have taken a large portion of our lending outside
the top 25 cities. People have not appreciated the India outside
its cities. I strongly recommend that investors stop comparing
Mumbai’s airport to Shanghai’s airport. We shall never be like
Shanghai. We have unrestricted migration into this city. Hence,
one will always see shanties.

I see a new India equivalent to the existing India coming up. I
am not sure why people worry about demand-supply. When
you say that 50% of the population is not banked and you see
the affluence coming in growing the GDP at 8% should not be
problem. That translates into a system credit growth of 20%
and we grow a couple of percentage points faster since we are
gaining market share. If all these things I talked about – the
infrastructure build-out, the improvement in agriculture, the
rectification of subsidies – happen, we shall end up creating
another market equivalent to India’s existing market. And then,
please do not forget demographics and the per capita income
surge. Don’t turn a blind eye to this and focus on a six month
view – that is fine for the stock market – but those people will
miss India’s growth story. Demand exceeds supply, debt
market development is yet to happen and with pension reforms,
the requirements for SLR will only reduce. It is a great
environment for banks.

Don’t judge India on that basis. Go inside. Go to Pimpalgaon –
see world-class tractors in operation, go to Jalna – you will see
among the best pharmaceutical research in the world, go to
Bhatinda and see the globally competitive small-scale steel
manufacturers. We have millions of entrepreneurs. Recognize
that. Even without a big investment cycle, we continue to grow
strongly – the bottom line is that per capita income and wealth
are changing rapidly. See the affluent farmers – the people
who are exporting fruits – see the capabilities India is building
in value-added agriculture. The small and medium-scale
players are probably having the best time of their life. Let us not
forget the wage growth in system – that is helping consumption
demand. Wage growth is faster than the change in interest
rates. I am not saying there is no problem but to me the outlook
seems bright.
We are into agriculture lending, commodity lending and lending
against gold. We see loan demand for cars, two-wheelers,
commercial vehicles, seeds, food processing. The ancillary
industry around agriculture, which is probably half the farm
output, is thriving. Rural India is changing and will likely change
more and create the biggest opportunity for us. Companies that
claim to have great plans for India but do not have a strategy for
rural India are missing the big story. Companies need to
customize products for Rural India. We are now moving into
villages with populations as low as 2000 people. These
investments are already making money due to an amazing
level of affluence that exists in these places. Investors must
own rural themes in their portfolios but, more importantly, they
must see rural India.

Rural India:
Rural India is changing and will likely change more and
create the biggest opportunity for us…an amazing level
of affluence exists in these places.
Aditya Puri, May 2011

Let us see how we go overseas, we have the capital, we have
got the people, a good portfolio, good technology matching the
best in the world, sales channels, delivery, storage – we are
pressed to see how many banks have such an advantage
globally. Watch the effect of compounding.
HDFC Bank has been one of the best performing stocks in
India over the past 15 years. What is the secret of your
success?
We don’t manage for the stock market – we have managed to
our business. We prefer to measure our success in terms of
profit growth and ROE. I have been a banker for 38 years – in
India, London, Beirut, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore,
Greece and Saudi Arabia. One thing you learn as a banker –
you do not think you are too smart, do not be too arrogant and
recognize that business cycles are here to stay. Whenever you
do not understand something – do not do it. If it doesn’t make
common sense it is nonsense. Business cycles are there – do
not get carried away – counter-cyclical is a simple concept –
when the going is good, remain careful because the bad is
coming. If you remain clear about your target market, your
risk-reward and you are in a market where demand exceeds
supply you should do fine. With my experience of operating in
some many countries that have been through numerous cycles
you stop being arrogant. Banking is a simple business – you
define your proposition to your customer – deliver continuously
– with good technology – and make sure you have good people
and good service – then you have no problem.
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What is your advice to upcoming entrepreneurs?
Be clear what you are doing, what is the market, how you are
delivering the product, how the market is moving and how you
are moving with it. You cannot sit and be comfortable with
success. Hire good people and don’t be arrogant. Manage from
the ground. Do not make centralized decisions. Listen to the
people on the ground. The world has changed – you need a
faster response time.
How do you unwind?
I am always unwound. I like golf, cooking, hiking, gardening, a
good whiskey, good wine, dogs, the beach and music. The
problem is I don’t have enough time for recreation even though
I leave the office at 5.30 pm. My view is that one must have a
full life. I find today’s generation is hardwired for pain. There is
more to life than breaking your back at work. Success is not
defined by how much money you make. Too much time is
being spent on trying to impress the next guy. If you do not get
your family right, you have failed anyway. The key question is,
are you happy? I am not saying that you should not work hard
but don’t be one-dimensional.
HDFC Bank is rated Over-weight by Morgan Stanley Indian
Financial Services analyst Anil Agarwal. The share price
closed at Rs2,252.65 on May 25, 2011.
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revenues), client feedback and competitive factors. Fixed Income Research analysts', strategists' or economists' compensation is not linked to investment banking or capital
markets transactions performed by Morgan Stanley or the profitability or revenues of particular trading desks.
Morgan Stanley Research is not an offer to buy or sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security/instrument or to participate in any particular trading strategy.
The "Important US Regulatory Disclosures on Subject Companies" section in Morgan Stanley Research lists all companies mentioned where Morgan Stanley owns 1% or
more of a class of common equity securities of the companies. For all other companies mentioned in Morgan Stanley Research, Morgan Stanley may have an investment
of less than 1% in securities/instruments or derivatives of securities/instruments of companies and may trade them in ways different from those discussed in Morgan Stanley
Research. Employees of Morgan Stanley not involved in the preparation of Morgan Stanley Research may have investments in securities/instruments or derivatives of
securities/instruments of companies mentioned and may trade them in ways different from those discussed in Morgan Stanley Research. Derivatives may be issued by
Morgan Stanley or associated persons.
With the exception of information regarding Morgan Stanley, Morgan Stanley Research is based on public information. Morgan Stanley makes every effort to use reliable,
comprehensive information, but we make no representation that it is accurate or complete. We have no obligation to tell you when opinions or information in Morgan Stanley
Research change apart from when we intend to discontinue equity research coverage of a subject company. Facts and views presented in Morgan Stanley Research have
not been reviewed by, and may not reflect information known to, professionals in other Morgan Stanley business areas, including investment banking personnel.
Morgan Stanley Research personnel may participate in company events such as site visits and are generally prohibited from accepting payment by the company of
associated expenses unless pre-approved by authorized members of Research management.
The value of and income from your investments may vary because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates, default rates, prepayment rates,
securities/instruments prices, market indexes, operational or financial conditions of companies or other factors. There may be time limitations on the exercise of options or
other rights in securities/instruments transactions. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Estimates of future performance are based on
assumptions that may not be realized. If provided, and unless otherwise stated, the closing price on the cover page is that of the primary exchange for the subject company's
securities/instruments.
Morgan Stanley may make investment decisions or take proprietary positions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views in this report.
To our readers in Taiwan: Information on securities/instruments that trade in Taiwan is distributed by Morgan Stanley Taiwan Limited ("MSTL"). Such information is for your
reference only. Information on any securities/instruments issued by a company owned by the government of or incorporated in the PRC and listed in on the Stock Exchange
of Hong Kong ("SEHK"), namely the H-shares, including the component company stocks of the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong ("SEHK")'s Hang Seng China Enterprise
Index is distributed only to Taiwan Securities Investment Trust Enterprises ("SITE"). The reader should independently evaluate the investment risks and is solely
responsible for their investment decisions. Morgan Stanley Research may not be distributed to the public media or quoted or used by the public media without the express
written consent of Morgan Stanley. Information on securities/instruments that do not trade in Taiwan is for informational purposes only and is not to be construed as a
recommendation or a solicitation to trade in such securities/instruments. MSTL may not execute transactions for clients in these securities/instruments.
To our readers in Hong Kong: Information is distributed in Hong Kong by and on behalf of, and is attributable to, Morgan Stanley Asia Limited as part of its regulated
activities in Hong Kong. If you have any queries concerning Morgan Stanley Research, please contact our Hong Kong sales representatives.
Certain information in Morgan Stanley Research was sourced by employees of the Shanghai Representative Office of Morgan Stanley Asia Limited for the use of Morgan
Stanley Asia Limited.
Morgan Stanley is not incorporated under PRC law and the research in relation to this research is conducted outside the PRC. Morgan Stanley Research will be distributed
only upon request of a specific recipient. Morgan Stanley Research does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in the PRC. PRC
investors shall have the relevant qualifications to invest in such securities and shall be responsible for obtaining all relevant approvals, licenses, verifications and/or
registrations from the relevant governmental authorities themselves.
Morgan Stanley Research is disseminated in Brazil by Morgan Stanley C.T.V.M. S.A.; in Japan by Morgan Stanley MUFG Securities Co., Ltd.; in Hong Kong by Morgan
Stanley Asia Limited (which accepts responsibility for its contents); in Singapore by Morgan Stanley Asia (Singapore) Pte. (Registration number 199206298Z) and/or
Morgan Stanley Asia (Singapore) Securities Pte Ltd (Registration number 200008434H), regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore, which accepts responsibility for
its contents; in Australia to "wholesale clients" within the meaning of the Australian Corporations Act by Morgan Stanley Australia Limited A.B.N. 67 003 734 576, holder of
Australian financial services license No. 233742, which accepts responsibility for its contents; in Australia to "wholesale clients" and "retail clients" within the meaning of the
Australian Corporations Act by Morgan Stanley Smith Barney Australia Pty Ltd (A.B.N. 19 009 145 555, holder of Australian financial services license No. 240813, which
accepts responsibility for its contents; in Korea by Morgan Stanley & Co International plc, Seoul Branch; in India by Morgan Stanley India Company Private Limited; in
Canada by Morgan Stanley Canada Limited, which has approved of, and has agreed to take responsibility for, the contents of Morgan Stanley Research in Canada; in
Germany by Morgan Stanley Bank AG, Frankfurt am Main and Morgan Stanley Private Wealth Management Limited, Niederlassung Deutschland, regulated by
Bundesanstalt fuer Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin); in Spain by Morgan Stanley, S.V., S.A., a Morgan Stanley group company, which is supervised by the Spanish
Securities Markets Commission (CNMV) and states that Morgan Stanley Research has been written and distributed in accordance with the rules of conduct applicable to
financial research as established under Spanish regulations; in the United States by Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated, which accepts responsibility for its contents.
Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc, authorized and regulated by the Financial Services Authority, disseminates in the UK research that it has prepared, and approves
solely for the purposes of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, research which has been prepared by any of its affiliates. Morgan Stanley Private
Wealth Management Limited, authorized and regulated by the Financial Services Authority, also disseminates Morgan Stanley Research in the UK. Private U.K. investors
should obtain the advice of their Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc or Morgan Stanley Private Wealth Management representative about the investments concerned.
RMB Morgan Stanley (Proprietary) Limited is a member of the JSE Limited and regulated by the Financial Services Board in South Africa. RMB Morgan Stanley
(Proprietary) Limited is a joint venture owned equally by Morgan Stanley International Holdings Inc. and RMB Investment Advisory (Proprietary) Limited, which is wholly
owned by FirstRand Limited.
The information in Morgan Stanley Research is being communicated by Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc (DIFC Branch), regulated by the Dubai Financial Services
Authority (the DFSA), and is directed at Professional Clients only, as defined by the DFSA. The financial products or financial services to which this research relates will only
be made available to a customer who we are satisfied meets the regulatory criteria to be a Professional Client.
The information in Morgan Stanley Research is being communicated by Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc (QFC Branch), regulated by the Qatar Financial Centre
Regulatory Authority (the QFCRA), and is directed at business customers and market counterparties only and is not intended for Retail Customers as defined by the
QFCRA.
As required by the Capital Markets Board of Turkey, investment information, comments and recommendations stated here, are not within the scope of investment advisory
activity. Investment advisory service is provided in accordance with a contract of engagement on investment advisory concluded between brokerage houses, portfolio
management companies, non-deposit banks and clients. Comments and recommendations stated here rely on the individual opinions of the ones providing these
comments and recommendations. These opinions may not fit to your financial status, risk and return preferences. For this reason, to make an investment decision by relying
solely to this information stated here may not bring about outcomes that fit your expectations.
The trademarks and service marks contained in Morgan Stanley Research are the property of their respective owners. Third-party data providers make no warranties or
representations of any kind relating to the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the data they provide and shall not have liability for any damages of any kind relating to
such data. The Global Industry Classification Standard ("GICS") was developed by and is the exclusive property of MSCI and S&P.
Morgan Stanley has based its projections, opinions, forecasts and trading strategies regarding the MSCI Country Index Series solely on publicly available information. MSCI
has not reviewed, approved or endorsed the projections, opinions, forecasts and trading strategies contained herein. Morgan Stanley has no influence on or control over
MSCI's index compilation decisions.
Morgan Stanley Research, or any portion thereof may not be reprinted, sold or redistributed without the written consent of Morgan Stanley.
Morgan Stanley Research is disseminated and available primarily electronically, and, in some cases, in printed form.

Additional information on recommended securities/instruments is available on request.
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